2021 Canoe Slalom & Extreme Canoe Slalom World Class Programme Qualification Policy
This document presents the process for assessing athlete performance during 2021 to be considered for
qualification to the British Canoeing World Class Programme (WCP) from 1 Jan 2022. This is not a team
selection policy and has no connection with the prevailing British Canoeing GBR team selection policies.
1.0 Purpose
1.1 The purpose of the WCP is to enable athletes to achieve excellence and be capable of medal winning
performances at Paris and L.A Olympic Games and significant Senior Championship events. The purpose of
the selection process is to identify the best athletes in each discipline towards these 4 & 8 year objectives.
The World Class Programme (WCP) is UK Sport’s National Lottery funded initiative to support delivery of
sporting success on the world stage. In the Paris cycle, this sporting success is specifically defined as:

‘enabling athletes to pursue excellence’
1.2 Athletes are assessed for membership of the WCP on an annual basis, with no athlete guaranteed
membership from one year to the next. Assessments will be made in two key areas: 


Performance criteria – i.e. does the athlete meet basic performance benchmarks which indicate their
ability to deliver medal winning performances in the future? AND –
Membership criteria – i.e. does the athlete demonstrate the physical capabilities, skills and
behaviours to equip them to deliver medal winning performances in the future and are they
equipped to thrive on the WCP?

If eligible athletes (see section 4) are deemed to have satisfied the criteria described above, BC may offer a
place on the WCP. This document outlines the process agreed between BC and UK Sport for determining
which athletes to offer membership of the WCP for the 2022 Calendar year from 1.1.22.
1.3 There are two methods for programme qualification:
Primary - End of season annual review which reviews the performance of all WCP athletes and athletes
meeting the criteria for consideration of a WCP place.
Secondary - In season review – WCP athletes are subject to ongoing review through periodic Athlete
Performance Meetings (APM) and/or conditions imposed on membership of the WCP. Subject to WCP
athlete places becoming available then new athletes may be included at any time. Section 5 provides more
detail on in season review.
2.0 Principles:
2.1 There are a maximum of 20 athlete places in Slalom split between Podium and Academy.
Athletes selected onto the Slalom programme will be profiled in priority order against the below principles;
1. Athletes with a 2024 profile- athletes with greatest ‘likelihood’ to maintain Medal level
performance or close the gap to Senior Medals in the Paris cycle in Olympic events
2. Athletes with a 2028 profile- athletes with greatest ‘likelihood’ to progress towards Senior Team
and meet the criteria for podium support in the Paris cycle in Olympic events
Athletes will be profiled against overall guide requirements of up to 5-6 athletes per Olympic event
2.2 Who is able to be considered for selection to WC Slalom programme?
1. Athletes who have been selected to race internationally for GB teams in Age Championship or World
Cup events in 2021 (Junior, U23 and Senior)
2. Athletes that have demonstrated a trajectory in the last 2-4 years (e.g. a previous matrix result)
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2.3 How does Extreme Slalom feature in the athlete places?
The addition of Extreme Slalom for Paris is a fantastic prospect for the White Water programme. There are
however still unknown’s as to how we will profile athletes in the event in line with the anticipated Olympic
qualification process. Places in Extreme Slalom are therefore included in the matrix for the first time for
Senior level performance’s aligned towards Paris. Athletes with a result in Extreme Slalom would need to
achieve a minimum result in Slalom in most cases to be considered for a programme place.
2.4 What information is looked at during the athlete review?
The below diagram shows the type of race information that is viewed at each stage of the pathway.

Detailed athlete trajectory information will be shared with any athletes being considered for WCP following
the finish of the season and prior to the final programme review in October.
Where athletes are progressing from home nation programmes they may require supporting training and
race information e.g. from WITTP alongside the core race analysis provided.
2.5 How will athlete performances be assessed against Paris and L.A.?
Athletes are profiled against 2024 and 2028 in line with their age and stage of development.
1. Athletes profiled for 2024
 Best recent matrix result (position) carries priority
 Performance trajectory towards Paris- with a focus on World Ranking and International
results (position) over time
2. Athletes profiled for 2028
 Best recent matrix result (position) In conjunction with
 Progression trajectory towards L.A.- with a focus on GBR Selection performances and
International Results (position and %’s) over time
 A clear understanding of progression potential against WITTW and suitability for the
programme environment
2.6 How is an athlete’s trajectory assessed?
Analysis of previous senior and Olympic athletes has informed the key markers which underpin both the
2021 performance matrix and Athlete trajectory information.
Previous GBR Olympic cohorts indicate that 5 years from your first games (2019 for Paris) you are more
‘likely’ to be in contention if you are:


In the GBR Senior team already & achieving Senior final standard performance at international races

At 5-9 years out before your first games there is not a ‘consistent’ story to describe the trajectory of
Olympians. However since 2009 all athletes making the SNR team for the first time have:


Been U23 (with an average age of 20) & have represented the Junior team at least once
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The example athlete trajectory (appendix 1) shows how detailed race information is collected over time. This
is viewed in line with the principles outlined and through the lens of the example questions below.
L.A. trajectory
 Has the athlete performed within the top 3 in class as a Jnr or U23 OR shown performance levels
needed to make GBR teams? (%)
 Has the athlete’s performances (%) at selection shown progression towards SNR team?
 Has the athlete’s round placings at Age group events shown the potential to make Final’s? E.g. Top
10 placings in Heats & Semi Finals
 Is the athlete tracking within or towards the average trajectory of SNR medalists and has an age
profile for L.A.?
 Has the athlete produced Age level WITTW race standards OR Showing SNR Final WITTW standards?
Paris trajectory
 Has the athlete made the GBR Senior team?
 Is the athlete performing inside the Senior Top 10 at international events? E.g. in Heats and Semi
Finals OR in the Senior Team
 Is the athlete tracking within or towards the average trajectory of SNR medalists and has an age
profile for Paris?
 Has the athlete produced SNR Gold or Medal WITTW standards within splits and Full runs?
3.0 Process
3.1 The below framework outlines the decision making process that coaches and support staff go through in
the nomination process

STEP 1. Individual athlete season reviews against WITTW
Current WC programme athletes will undertake individual season to establish strengths and gaps aligned to
WITTW (technical, physical, mental and Self) and develop a plan progression against areas identified.
Athletes who are not on WC programme who make GBR teams will have the opportunity to engage with
Academy programme staff over the summer. This is to better understand the athlete’s readiness for the
programme environment and to outline what the transition process may looks like for individual athletes.
For all athletes the aim of the season review would be to understand:
●
●
●
●

Progress and commitment against goals
Level of clarity and confidence in a plan for progression moving forward
Athletes likelihood to engaged and thrive in the WC programme environment
Adherence to programme and /or team standards and behaviors

STEP 2. Formal programme athlete places review
Following the individual athlete season reviews, all UK Programme staff will meet to establish a ranking
order for athlete places using the athlete performance matrix.
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3.2 2021 Athlete matrix
The below matrix outlines the results profiled as key markers for age and stage of development towards
both Senior Team and Senior Medalist within the Paris cycle.
The matrix is used in the process as a first stage 1 filter for all athletes being considered.



All Championship level results will be ranked in order of World followed by then European results
Athletes competing in more than one class/discipline are profiled by their highest counting matrix
result (including Extreme Slalom)
2021

Level

APA

Podium

B+/B

Podium Potential

Paris
Potential

C

D

Conformatio
n

Academy

L.A. results
profile

Paris results profile

A+/A

E

Rank
£28K/
£26.5K

£23K/
£21.5K

£19k

16K

13k

£7.5k

Canoe Slalom programme- matrix race profile

1

Olympic Medallist

2

Medal at Senior Slalom World Championships

3

Medal at Senior Extreme Slalom World Championships

4

Medal at Senior Slalom European Championships

5

Top 8 at Olympic Games / Senior Slalom World Championships

6

Top 8 at Senior Extreme Slalom World Championships*

7

Medal at Senior Extreme Slalom European Championships*

8

Current Podium athletes not achieving Podium result with evidence
of Paris profile

11

Top 16 at Senior Slalom World /European Championships

12

Top 10 at Senior Slalom World Cups 1,2,3 & 4

13

Top 8 at Senior Extreme Slalom European Championships**

14

Top 8 at Senior Extreme Slalom World Cups 1,2,3 & 4**

15

Medal at U23 Slalom World / European Championships

16

Medal at U23 Extreme Slalom World / European Championships**

17

Top 20 at Senior World / European Championships (U23)

18

Top 20 at Senior World Cups 1,2,3 & 4 (U22)

19

Top 10 at U23 World / European Championships (U22)

20

Top 3 at Junior European Championships

21

Top 15 at U23 World / European Championships (by U20)

22

Top 10 at Junior European Championships

23

Top 10 at U23 World / European Championships (U23)

24

Athlete with positive 2028 trajectory not achieving a matrix result

* Subject to achieving a min C band result in Slalom discipline
** Subject to min E band result in Slalom discipline
Notes:
Podium A & B banding’s are eligible for 2 year continuity funding subject to strong Paris trajectory
A+ or B+ level is qualified if respective band is achieved in 2 different competitive seasons e.g. 2021 Olympic medalist & 2019 or 2022
World Championship medalist. Note – Extreme slalom and canoe slalom results can be counted but they must be from different
competitive seasons.
Academy places are not available for previous Podium athletes unless changing event or discipline.
Paris Potential awards based on strong Paris trajectory and can only be made for one year.
Results are viewed against the strength of the Start line and relative performance level. For example- where a World Cup event is
less well attended by higher ranked boats then results may be viewed less strongly compared to those with stronger fields

How will athlete place decisions made?
Understanding the ‘likelihood’ of an athlete progressing on the performance pathway is the main purpose
behind the annual athlete places review. There will never be a definitive way to know which paddlers will
become senior medalists but by using clear principles and a consistent process we can apply best wisdom to
assess complex information and evaluate the ‘likelihood’ of a given paddler progressing in the pathway.
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It is important to note therefore that athlete place decisions will be made on the agreed principles but the
ultimate decision will be subjective in nature based on evidence informed insight.
Athletes aspiring to qualify a WCP place are encouraged to engage with WCP staff ahead of making a matrix
result to discuss what a successful transition onto a WCP may look like. Making a matrix result ensures
consideration for a WCP place but is not a guarantee of any offer of a WCP place.
3.3 Class depth review
The initial matrix ranking is then viewed against each event for Paris and L.A. within overall numbers of
places. (See table)
Paris
L.A.
Guide to overall places

WC1
2-4
2-4
Up to 5-6

WK1
2-4
2-4
Up to 5-6

MC1
2-4
2-4
Up to 5-6

MK1
2-4
2-4
Up to 5-6

This process may change the overall ranking in order to ensure sufficient depth within each Olympic class
that aligns with the overall strategy. For example- An athlete in a class with weaker depth may be prioritised
above an athlete in a stronger class
3.4 Athlete trajectory and WITTW evidence
WITTW and trajectory information will be used to guide decisions where needed. Examples including but not
limited to;
For example- Where two athletes with a similar matrix result may be separated via a stronger Selection
performance e.g. in %’s or overall ranking within class. OR
For example- Where an athlete may need to evidence a medal trajectory towards Paris for age. OR
For example- Where two athlete with similar matrix results can be separated on their trajectory towards
Senior team/Senior Final standard or criteria for podium support. One athlete is not closing the gap to senior
team the other is showing progression or is at a stronger stage of development at a younger age
STEP 3. Final decision making
The final nominations and supporting rationale is then presented through the coaching team to the
Performance Director, Flatwater Head Coach and the Slalom Head Coach. This group of three will take all
information into account to make a final decision on who is recommended for a WCP athlete place to the
Director of Paddle Sport on behalf of the BC Board and then to UK Sport. This process can be undertaken at
any stage in the season should for example new WCP places become available or if an athlete earns a higher
banding. All recommendations are subject to final approval by UK Sport.
3.5 Levels of support
At this stage the level of support is identified for each athlete including coaching groups, camp opportunities
and performance support align to Senior and Academy programmes
Senior programme for Paris- A squad of 2-4 athletes per class developed with the aim of winning medals in
Paris 2024 (see appendices)
Academy programme for L.A. A squad of 2-4 athletes per class to be developed with the longer term aim of
winning medals in L.A. 2028 (see appendices)
3.6 WCP Prospect Support
WCP Prospect support will extend WCP support to 1-3 athletes within the Academy programme for L.A.
profiled athletes. The aim is to support the continued progression of athletes to retain class depth at this
level by promoting new athletes towards WCP or as a support mechanism for athletes to progress back onto
the WCP who still evidence a clear trajectory.
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WCP Prospect Support is targeted at U23 and final year junior athletes who have a positive trajectory but
who just fall outside the 20 WCP APA funded places and who are most likely to achieve WCP criteria in the
following season.
Athletes would be ranked using the same process as set out within this document
Support is aimed at providing Coaching, White Water and Gym access at Lee Valley High Performance
Centre. The level of support will be defined based on resources and the programme ability to deliver
support. This support is subject to full athlete commitment and adherence to programme standards and
behaviors. (See appendix 1.1
3.7 How will WCP athlete nominations be communicated?
Athletes already part of the WCP will be communicated to about their likely programme status prior to the
final nomination process. This will be done through the programme APM process.
Athletes not on a WCP but achieving a matrix result will also have the option of a 1:1 meeting with HC or
Academy Lead to discuss their likely status prior to the final nomination process.
The aim of this communication is to confirm the process that has been followed with respect to this
document, the rationale behind the decision’s made and give guidance towards future programme inclusion.
WCP athlete lists will be published on the British Canoeing website following final agreement with UK Sport.
4.0 Eligibility
4.1 To be considered for a WCP place, individuals must meet the eligibility requirements below:





Meet the British Canoeing eligibility criteria and those of the IOC, the IPC, the BOA or BPA and UK
Sport (as appropriate) to represent the British Team at the Olympic or Paralympic Games including
holding a British Passport;
Be a member of British Canoeing, or one of the National Canoeing Associations in Scotland, Wales or
Northern Ireland and remain so during their time on the Programme;
Meet the criteria as set out in UK Sport’s Eligibility and Rules Policy for athletes in receipt of public
funding and/or publicly funded benefits;
Not be serving a ban from participation in the sport for any reason (such as a result of being found
guilty of a doping offence).

4.2 Conditions upon athletes in receipt of UK Sport lottery funding
A WCP programme place is conditional upon signing an athlete agreement and fulfilling key obligations as
outlined in the athlete agreement in return such as:


Conditional upon completing a minimum of 5 Athlete Volunteer Appearances per year



Completing Performance Data Monitoring (PDMS) and other requirements outlined in the
athlete agreement.

Easy reference more detail on the athlete agreement, programme policies and expectations of a WCP
athlete can be found on the Wellbeing pages
5.0 Athlete Selection & Deselection
5.1 Information for new WCP athletes:
Upon nomination for A WCP athlete place, all new athletes will be required to undertake a screening process
prior to final acceptance onto the WCP. All new athletes will be required to undertake an induction.
Any new athlete entering the programme, will do so as a funded confirmation athlete and will complete a
‘probationary period’ of up to 2 years prior to full confirmation as an academy athlete.
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5.2 Athletes Transitioning out of the programme:
Athletes who are transitioning out of the WCP will receive a minimum notice period of 1 month and will
continue to have access to performance lifestyle support for up to 6 months after the end date. Note: UK
Sport provide additional transitional funding at the current APA award level dependent on the total
continuous period of programme membership as follows:
1 year but <2years – 1 month transitional award
2 years but <3 years – 2 months transitional award
>3 years – 3 months transitional award
All support is offered for a 12 month period subject to the terms of the Athlete Agreement, unless:









Specific performance targets are provided within the athlete WCP place offer letter and are not met
by the athlete (this may be required in exceptional circumstances which would be explained to any
athlete receiving a conditional offer)
Sanctions are imposed following a disciplinary process if an athlete is deemed to be in breach of the
Athlete Agreement, anti-doping or integrity rules (integrity rules include any applicable behavioural
standards or codes of conduct, betting and anti-cheat policies, or other applicable procedures or
rules);
An athlete fails to adhere to and implement their ‘Individual Athlete Development Plan’ (IADP) as
agreed. In such cases athletes would be supported to understand the expectations on them and to
rectify their behaviour before receiving any notice of de-selection. An athlete would only receive
notice of de-selection on these grounds if they fail to comply with the agreed expectations within
the agreed timeframe once formally highlighted to them (at their APM/ADM and/or in writing), and
in such cases would receive at least one month formal notice before their membership is ends;
The athlete is not considered fit to train and/or compete or it is considered that continued
participation in the WCP would constitute an unacceptable risk of causing injury or illness as
assessed by our Sports Science and Medicine Staff. In such cases, an athlete would be given at least 3
months’ notice before their membership term came to an end.
If there are unfilled athlete places either as a result of an increase in places or athlete(s) leaving the
WCP then the PD may make a recommendation for athlete nomination(s) in line with the
performance framework for each discipline.

5.3 Exceptional Circumstances


Situations may arise that may not be covered directly by this policy. In such circumstances the
Performance Director has the right to make the best informed decision in consultation with the
Director of Paddlesport by considering the facts and making a recommendation to the BC Board and
seek final approval from UK Sport.



The Performance Director has the ability to nominate athletes for a period of in excess of 12 months
in the following circumstances:


Tokyo Olympic medallists and Paralympic Gold Medallists may receive up to 3 years funding



Athletes achieving A and B band through Games or World Championship performances are
eligible to receive that level APA for up to a maximum of two years.

Both the above will only be considered if clear and compelling evidence based performance data
indicates tracking towards World Championship and/or Paris 2024 medal performance. All support
beyond a 12 month ‘term’ are subject to compliance with objectives or actions agreed with the Head
Coach and Performance Director and the athlete remaining profiled to achieve a medal winning
performance in Paris with final approval by UK Sport.


The PD can also review athlete award bandings following the European Championships each year.
Awards may go down or up and all reviews and nominations are subject to approval from UK Sport.
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The WCP needs to ensure the correct balance between a results-driven approach in line with the
WCP objectives and taking responsibility for long term athlete development and wellbeing. For this
reason, in some circumstances athletes may remain on the programme or be nominated for the
programme without achieving the published APA Matrix results. A nomination for inclusion may be
made by BC if at least one of the following criteria applies:







Continued investment for those athletes suffering a long term major injury or illness (which
prevents them competing in the season milestone event(s)) will be considered by the
Performance Director. Medical prognosis provided by the CMO and previous performances will
be reviewed to assess whether or not the athlete is likely to return to the podium pathway and
desired level of performance in the following season. There will be no automatic extension to
athlete investment beyond the 12 month annual award / Programme year. The final decision to
continue funding and level of APA will be made by the Performance Director at their absolute
discretion.
In exceptional circumstances where an athlete is demonstrating an improving and objective
performance profile towards winning a medal in Paris 2024 but has not achieved a matrix result.
In this case, the decision may be taken to offer time-limited ‘Confirmation’ APA support, to cover
the period until the athlete has an opportunity to deliver a matrix result (usually up to 3
months). Confirmation funding is only provided for Academy athletes and the appropriate level
will be determined by the Performance Director. Confirmation funding would not be eligible for
the 1 month minimum transition period on leaving the programme.
Athlete transitioning from a recognised Talent ID/Transfer programme
In the event of an athlete becoming pregnant, British Canoeing will follow the policy outlined in
British Canoeing’s Pregnancy policy.

5.4 Covid-19 Specific Information:
The evolving covid situation means there are a number of scenarios where some, all or no international
racing takes place. Whilst it is difficult to predict it will be the intention of the review to apply the same
principles and process as outlined.
If an athlete is unable to compete in identified domestic and/or international competition in 2021 the
following will apply:


In the situation that a WCP athlete has contracted Covid-19 and is unable to compete in a team
selection process or competition then the WCP reserves the right to review performance data prior
to Covid-19 infection and identify an appropriate opportunity in the 2021 season in conjunction with
medical staff to undertake a performance assessment for continued WCP status in line with the
WITTW framework.



If an athlete chooses to ‘opt out’ due to Covid-19 concerns in 2021 (this could take the form of nonparticipating in a selection process, withdrawing from an event or any other circumstance) the WCP
reserve the right to use all available training data or agree a time trial/race simulation opportunity to
assess an athlete for ongoing WCP status in line with the WITTW framework.



Whilst it is the intention to profile athletes based on 2021 performances an athlete’s historic profile
will still form part of the assessment for places as outlined in this document. In addition
performances at the Junior & U23 selection series in May and senior selection series in August will
be used as additional performance data points.



Start lines in 2021 may need to be prioritised to ensure the overall objectives for the year can be met
whilst ensuring the health and safety of all athletes and staff. This may mean focusing on smaller
teams and a smaller number of start lines and opportunities towards programme qualification than
would normally be the case. For example fewer designated WC races or more emphasis placed on
domestic selection for younger athletes.

In all of the above, there is no guarantee of a WCP place.
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Whilst we hope that 2021 will provide a return to domestic & international competition, If there are
no or limited racing opportunities as a result of Covid-19 in the 2021 season, the WCP reserves the
right to identify appropriate processes to review the status of all WCP athletes. Any process would
provide at least 6 weeks’ notice prior to any performance assessment and subject to exceptional
circumstances would be compulsory for all WCP athletes and invited athletes on the periphery of the
programme to attend if they wish to be considered for a programme place.

6.0 Additional Information & ‘Small Print’:


This policy states the intention of British Canoeing but as the WCP is subject to annual review, all
decisions are subject to the outcome of the annual investment review with UK Sport.



This policy is the stated intention of British Canoeing at the time of publication but BC reserve the
right to adjust to reflect arising situations such as Pandemic, funding changes and are subject to the
outcome of the annual investment review with UK Sport.



All APA amounts are subject to UK Sport’s ability to pay.



For the avoidance of doubt this APA Framework operates in conjunction with all relevant British
Canoeing policies including, but not limited to, Equality Policy, Anti-Doping Policy, Anti Bullying
Policy, Transgender, Data Protection, Declaration of Interests and Anti Bribery Policy.



Athletes may be assessed at any time during the funding period to demonstrate full engagement
with prescribed training programmes, protocols, support services and funding obligations (such as
completing Athlete Volunteer Appearances).



Consideration will also be given to balancing the depth across targeted Olympic and Paralympic
events in the allocation of programme places. For example if a programme has 4 events and up to 20
athlete places, it would be unlikely that more than 6 athletes would be supported from one event.

7.0 The Appeals Procedure
In the event of an athlete wishing to Appeal against a decision under this policy, they may appeal in
accordance with the Appeals process and timescales detailed here.
Athletes are reminded that there are external organisations who may support them in this process including
the British Athletes Commission. Contact support@britishathletes.org or visit www.britishathletes.org
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